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Introduction

Method

Conclusion

Using only quasi-experimental studies,
this meta-analysis was conducted to assess
student sense of classroom community
across three class contexts in post-secondary
education settings: On-ground (OG), Hybrid
(Hy), and Fully Online (FO).
According to McMillan (1976), sense of
community (SOC) “is a feeling that members
have of belonging, a feeling that members
matter to one another and to the group, and
a shared faith that members’ needs will be
met through their commitment to be
together,” (as cited in McMillan & Chavis,
1986, p. 9). More recently, and specifically
applied to classroom settings, Rovai (2002)
used McMillan and Chavis’ model as a
foundation for the widely cited Classroom
Community Scale (CCS). The CSS has two
subscales, connectedness, which is of
primary interest in this study, and perceived
learning. The connectedness subscale
represents the feelings of connectedness,
cohesion, spirit, trust, and interdependence
that student's report when considering their
classroom experience (Rovai, 2002).
The connectedness subscale is also
related to the literature on the Social
Presence domain of the Community of
Inquiry (CoI) model (Garrison, Anderson, &
Archer, 2010). Social presence is understood
through three lenses: “participants
identifying with the community,
communicating purposefully in a trusting
environment, and developing interpersonal
relationships” (p. 7).
Given its relevance to both SOC and CoI
the CSS has been widely use as a measure in
may descriptive studies. What has not been
conducted is a meta-analysis of quasiexperimental studies using the CSS to assess
on student connectedness among OG, FO,
and Hy classroom settings. It was our
hypothesis that OG would exceed FO and Hy
with regard to levels student connectedness.

This study utilized a meta-analytic
research approach in which an initial pool of
studies was secured using a pre-defined
search string across pre-defined academic
databases. Once the original pool of studies
was obtained, inclusion and exclusion
criteria were used to select studies
appropriate for the study. Coding and
analysis proceeded thereafter.
Inclusion/Exclusion: There were 40
studies included after the preliminary pool,
with four duplicates. During the secondary
review phase, 18 articles were excluded
because they were non-experimental,
descriptive, or reported only qualitative data.
In addition, studies were also excluded if
data reporting was insufficient for analysis.
Overall, there were 6 studies that were
included for the final analysis with the
connectedness subscale, as well as one study
(Haar & Scanlan, 2012) that reported the
connectedness and learning outcomes
subscales as an aggregate score, without
reporting subscale results.

Students enrolled in on-ground courses
reported greater levels of connectedness and
overall SOC than those enrolled in fully
online courses; however, those enrolled in
Hybrid courses reported similar connected
levels as those enrolled in on-ground courses.
A small number of qualifying quasiexperimental studies (and no experimental
studies) weakness our study; inadequate data
reporting within selected studies was an
additional limitation. Replication of this
analysis using other social presence scales is
an important area for future research.

Study Name

Results

Comparison

OG (n=6) vs. FO
(n=14)
Wang (2008)
OG (n=33) vs.
FO (n=73)
Ritter et al. (2010)
OG (n=372) vs.
FO (n=92)
Dawson (2008)
OG (n=79) vs.
FO (n=119)
Drouin & Vartanian
OG (n=70) vs.
Haar & Scanlan (2012) FO (n=128)
OG (n=24) vs.
Rovai & Jordan (2004) FO (n=21)
OG vs. FO Overall
OG (n=70) vs.
Haar & Scanlan (2012) Hy (n=82)
OG (n=33) vs.
Hy (n=16)
Ritter et al. (2010)
OG (n=24) vs.
Rovai & Jordan (2004) Hy (n=23)
OG vs. Hy
OG vs. Hy Overall
OG vs FO/Hy Total

The group comparison of OG versus FO
resulted in a significant difference (Hedge’s g
= 0.749, p < 0.001), representing a relatively
large effect size. The outcome of the student
connectedness and overall SOC in the OG
versus Hy condition resulted in a smaller
effect size, which was not statistically
significant (g = -.0158, p = 0.566). When
results from OL and Hy conditions were
aggregated, a significant difference between
them and OG contexts was observed (g =
0.459, p = 0.003).
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